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1. Idea and Current Market Situation* 
Option 1.  

Who? The fictitious company Lost 

Legends Luxury Chocolatier is 

planning to market  

What? Premium chocolates  

To whom? to adults  

Where? in the United Kingdom  

When? this year, and, later, in Western 

Europe.  

Idea: Many confectionery companies 

target the children’s chocolate sweets 

market, but fewer are active in the 

adult segment and fewer still in 

upmarket chocolates.  

Market Need (Current market 

situation) (Why?). The UK has the 

highest per capital consumption of and 

spending on chocolates, compared 

with other European nations, making it 

a very attractive market for our 

gourmet products. In addition, the 

demand for dark chocolate products is 

rising, which is forecast to grow more 

quickly than overall chocolate 

demand.  
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Option 2.  

“Mime Pet juice” - Example 

1. Background of the current situation  

Mime Pets is a Start Up Company created in São Paulo, Brazil, in 2016, as a project of 

two students of the Mackenzie University. They saw an opportunity to develop a new 

product, different from the products that were already available and in a market with a 

lot of potential to grow. After some exploratory research, the two partners started to 

develop a fruit juice for pets: Mime Pets Juice. As of today, the company is creating a 

business plan for the development process in Brazil and they need resources to identify 

opportunities and understand which strategies they should follow. The owners decided 

to hire our team as a consultancy company to create this project as a marketing plan to 

analyze the feasibility, the brand, product details and all information necessary to be 

able to have a successful launch of the product in the market. 

2. Market analysis* 

2.1 External Environment* 

2.1.1. Macro-environment - PESTLE analysis* 

In this Chapter, references are required. 

Minimum requirements for chapter 2.1.1 are presented in table 1. 

Table 1 – PESTLE analysis. 
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Example  

Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier will begin operations in an environment shaped by 

national and regional political forces, economic uncertainty, powerful social–cultural 

forces, including concerns about social responsibility, new production and 

communications technologies, specific legal considerations, increased emphasis on 

sustainability, and strong competition. This section discusses how the business 

environment is likely to affect our marketing and performance and this is followed by a 

SWOT analysis of our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

Political forces. As chocolate makers, we must be knowledgeable about political 

conditions in the nations where we obtain our cocoa and other supplies. We must also 

monitor the political situation domestically and throughout Europe as we plan to expand 

through exporting. 

Economic uncertainty. Economic conditions are not uniform throughout the European 

market, which will affect our ability to forecast sales and profits during the first year. 

Industry records show that demand falls slightly during economic downturns, because 

buying premium chocolate allows consumers to indulge themselves in a small way. Yet 

because buyers of upmarket chocolates routinely seek out new specialties, our initial 

sales should be strong despite the economic uncertainty. We must also monitor the 

economic climate in Ghana, where we source our Fairtrade Marked cocoa beans. 

Social–cultural trends. The Fairtrade Marked system, designed to ensure that growers 

are equitably compensated for their cocoa beans, is emblematic of a larger movement 

towards socially responsible business operations, with which we will be associated. As 

consumers and business customers become more knowledgeable about the social 

issues connected with chocolate production, our offerings are likely to be perceived 

favourably. Our products take advantage of the trend towards supporting small, local 

brands in a world dominated by giant multinational corporations. We also recognize that 

attitudes towards sweets are influenced by concern about nutrition and unhealthy 

foods. Yet some research suggests that the flavone in chocolate can have health 

benefits. Our communications will therefore suggest that fine chocolate products be 

enjoyed as special treats, not as a steady diet.  

Technological trends. Although our chocolates will be hand-produced, the special 

roasting process for our cocoa beans relies on new technology that we have protected 

through patent. Technology will enable us to communicate more efficiently and 

effectively with our customers, suppliers and channel partners. In addition, our 

automated inventory-management system will help us forecast future demand, plan for 

supplies, plan for production and plan for distribution to ensure that we and our 

intermediaries have the right products in stock when needed. 

Ecological trends. With a focus on sustainability, we are buying Fairtrade Marked cocoa 

that is grown in an ecologically-sound manner. We are also planning earth-friendly 
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packaging using recycled materials and inks that do not pollute.  

Legal factors. Our company must comply with all regional and national laws and 

regulations governing product quality, labelling, ingredients and many other aspects of 

the business. For example, any ‘organic’ chocolate product must comply with EU rules 

for organic certification. Similarly, our communications must comply with applicable 

laws.  

2.1.2. Micro-environment – Porter´s 5 Forces* 

2.1.2.1. Qualitative analysis* 

Example analysis for Farmer Mr.Johns presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Porter´s 5 Forces analysis. 
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2.1.2.1. Quantitative analysis* 

Figure 2. Quantitative analysis Porter´s 5 Forces analysis 

 

2.1.3. Opportunities and Threats* 

Opportunity and Threats as conclusions of External Environment analysis. 

Example.  

Opportunities 

We plan to exploit the following key opportunities: 

  Higher demand for premium chocolates. More people see premium gourmet 

chocolates as an affordable luxury and therefore buy such products for themselves and 

for gifts. UK customers are familiar with premium chocolates and accustomed to paying 

more for ultra-high-quality products, especially those made from Fairtrade ingredients. 

Also, corporate demand for premium chocolates is rising due to interest in status 

products that can be given as gifts to almost any business contact (unless restricted  by 

religious or cultural traditions).  

Growing interest in treats with mystique. Research suggests that customers (both 

consumers and business buyers) want more than a chocolate treat – they want to know 

the story behind the product and share in the product’s mystique. Our company’s 

connection with the family’s legendary Bruges chocolates is an intriguing story to be 

publicized; the unique recipes, limited-edition products and special packaging add to the 

mystique. 

Growing interest in socially responsible products. The use of Fairtrade Marked cocoa 

(and coffee) will appeal to consumers who like the idea of supporting socially 
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responsible products. It will also differentiate our products from those of companies 

using cocoa  beans not grown by Fairtrade farmers. More than two dozen companies 

already produce Fairtrade chocolate products for the UK market, which shows how 

interest has grown and suggests that competition is likely to become more intense as 

this niche expands. 

Threats 

We recognize the need to counter the following threats as we begin marketing our 

chocolates: 

Intense competition and market fragmentation. In addition to the major luxury 

chocolate makers with established brands, national advertising campaigns and sizeable 

market share, many smaller, local chocolate makers are attracting loyal customers. 

Among the more than two dozen companies that feature Fairtrade chocolates in the UK 

market are Divine Chocolate, Green & Black’s, Chocaid and Traidcraft. The resulting 

market fragmentation threatens our ability to build a solid customer base effectively 

and efficiently.• 

Uncertain supply prices. Initially, we will be buying supplies in limited quantities and will 

not qualify for the most favorable volume discounts. Also, the price of ingredients can 

vary widely according to crop conditions, weather and other factors. Thus, we must 

allow for an extra margin when we set retail prices and recalculate break-even and profit 

levels as we come to know our supply prices.  

2.2. Internal Analysis*  

2.2.1. Brief company description* 

Mission, Vision, Values 

2.2.2. Strength and Weaknesses* 

Based on the resources and capabilities.  

Example.  

Strengths 

Among the internal capabilities that support our ability to achieve long-term and short-

term objectives are: 

 Unique, time-tested recipes. No other chocolatier sells the unusually rich, 

flavourful chocolates we can offer, updated from dozens of original recipes developed 

in the Steenstraat section of Bruges – a city renowned for delicious hand-made 

chocolates.  
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 Patented roasting process. Our legally protected, proprietary process for 

roasting cocoa  beans results in a distinctively rich flavour and complex aroma that add 

sensory appeal to the finished product. 

 Cost-effective production. Drawing on family records and supplier connections, 

we have perfected a cost-effective method for producing consistently high-quality 

choco-lates by hand. 

 Glamorous history. Publicizing the legend of our family’s original recipes and gen-

erations of chocolate making will evoke vivid images of old-fashioned quality and 

enhance the brand’s glamour. 

Weaknesses 

Some of the internal factors that might prevent Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier from 

achieving our objectives include: 

 Lack of brand awareness and image. Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier is a new 

company and therefore has no brand awareness in its targeted segments. We must 

effectively position our brand, create a premium image and communicate product 

benefits in order to build positive perceptions and attract customers. 

 Limited resources. Much of our first-year budget is committed to funding 

production and internal operations, leaving limited funds for paid marketing 

messages. We will therefore put more emphasis on social media, online marketing, 

special packaging, sampling, public relations and special events to generate buzz, 

gain brand awareness and attract buyers.• 

 Lack of channel relationships. Most of our competitors own their own shops or have 

long-established relationships with leading retailers serving affluent customers. We 

are in the process of convincing exclusive specialty shops, leading department 

stores and other select retailers that our products are compatible with their 

merchandise assortments and will be profitable to carry. 

2.3 Customer Markets*  

Minimum requirements are to present 3 buying personas including B2C and B2B 

markets. (see Chapter 2.3.4) 
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2.3.1. MARKET SUMMARY 

 

2.3.2. Consumer market (B2C) 

The three consumer market segments targeted by Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier are 

middle- to high-income adults who: (1) like (or want) to reward themselves or their 

families with the affordable luxury of gourmet chocolates; (2) view upmarket chocolates 

as a suitable gift; (3) buy fine chocolates as a tradition for St Valentine’s Day, Christmas, 

Easter or another holiday. According to research, women account for the majority of 

purchases in this segment, and they are increasingly interested in product and packaging 

as expressions of pampering and personality. Although they are aware of prices, they 

are also loyal to their upmarket chocolate favorites. Not surprisingly, the affluent adults 

in our targeted segments have sophisticated tastes, high expectations and demanding 

standards. We will give buyers of premium chocolate another reason to feel good about 

Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier: they will be buying a brand that is socially responsible 

as well as top quality, an uncommon benefit combination among upmarket brands. Even 

before Cadbury’s Dairy Milk was made of Fairtrade cocoa, more than 40 per cent of UK 

consumers had tried Fairtrade chocolates. This indicates an interest in the social 

responsibility aspect of chocolate products, which we will satisfy through our product. 

As shown in Table A1.1, we plan to provide features that deliver valued benefits for the 

different needs of these targeted consumer segments. 
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2.3.3. Business market (B2B) 
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2.3.4. Buying personas*  

Each buying persona needs should be mentioned.  

Figure 3. Buying personas. 
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2.3.5. TARGETING AND POSITIONING DECISIONS 

 

2.3.6 Market trends and growth 

 

2.4. Competitors analysis* 

Some examples of direct, indirect and perceived competitors. 
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Example.  

Competition. We face competition from Callebaut, Lindt, Neuhaus, Perugina, Nestlé, 

Cadbury and Godiva, among other major rivals. These companies have established 

brands and sizeable advertising budgets, yet they are not immune to industry com-

petition and the effect of economic conditions on product sales. Montezuma and other 

speciality chocolate makers are promoting their products online and in selected 

upmarket shops. Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier will preserve our exclusivity  by 

restricting distribution to selected shops, using our heritage and sense of social 

responsibility to differentiate our products, promoting our patented roasting method 

and our commitment to hand-made quality.  

2.4. SWOT analysis* 

SWOT analysis should be linked with the External and Internal analysis. Table A1.3 

presents example of short SWOT analysis. 

Example.  

Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier can leverage several core competencies and key 

strengths in addressing potentially lucrative opportunities in both consumer and 

business market segments. As a new and unknown company, however, we must counter 

a few critical weaknesses that could threaten our ability to build profitability by serving 

the targeted segments. Table A1.3 summarizes our SWOT analysis. 

  

2.5. Key issues 

Because weather is an uncontrollable environmental factor, it has a major effect on 

chocolate sales and cocoa bean production. Heat waves generally hurt sales and can 
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affect chocolate production; cool weather allows both channel members and consumers 

more flexibility in storing chocolates. Lost Legends Luxury Chocolatier will forecast 

modest sales for the hottest summer months and be ready to increase production 

output if the weather is not extremely warm. Extreme weather conditions or crop 

diseases in Ghana will hurt cocoa bean production, making this key ingredient scarce 

and expensive. We must be prepared to buy from alternative Fairtrade sources if our 

primary growers cannot fulfill their contracts, in order to meet our first-year sales 

objectives. In this event, we will plan to absorb higher costs and assume smaller profit 

margins for a limited period to avoid raising prices. Product and package design are 

becoming increasingly important drivers of gift chocolate purchasing. Some companies 

are targeting niche markets such as golf-ball-shaped chocolates for men who play golf. 

Others are packaging premium gift chocolates in keepsake boxes that communicate 

status and elegance. Companies that emphasize Fairtrade connections generally explain 

their positioning on labels and packaging. We will monitor these trends and research 

additional opportunities during the coming year.  
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